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LETTER 
FROM THE 

EDITORS



Dear Readers,

It has been a joy working with contributors to create this editorial. Although we’re in quarantine, 

we still wanted to celebrate PRIDE through this editorial! Our contributors write about various 

topics within the LGTBQIA+ community such as mental health, history, activism, science, and 

racial minorities. These are only some of the topics that are important within the community. We 

believe these specific topics can help educate and guide both members of the community and 

allies that support the LGBTQIA+ community. For those that don’t fully know what the LGBTQIA+ 

acronym means, the letters stand for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer/Questioning, 

Intersex, and Asexual, while the plus is meant to further encompass the many other valuable 

members, sexualities, and identities present within the community. Due to the variations of this 

acronym - which are often used interchangeably with LGBTQIA+ - the community as a whole may 

be referred to differently depending on the individual contributor for each piece in the editorial. 

While our mission at Next Publius is to disrupt echo chambers by bringing opposing opinions 

together, we wanted the editorial to celebrate PRIDE! We sometimes publish rebuttals to articles 

in an attempt to explore multiple sides of a given issue. While these have been removed for the 

sake of this editorial, we have made sure that they are included beneath the original articles on 

the website. PRIDE month is dedicated to celebrating the LGBTQIA+ community, and we wanted 

to publish this editorial on the first day after PRIDE month to remind people that PRIDE should 

be celebrated all year round, not just during the month of June. 

We hope that you enjoy reading this editorial as much as we enjoyed writing it. Please follow 

us on Instagram @nextpublius and our website https://nextpublius.com to stay updated with 

future articles and editorials. We encourage you to come contribute with us! If you’re interested, 

then please reach out to us on our website! 

        Happy Pride! Yours Truly,



THE OG’S OF GAY 
CULTURE

When people think of gay culture, people tend to think of Lady Gaga, Ariana Grande, and probably 

Britney Spears for her infamous line, “Its Britney, b*tch.” 

But, what people fail to consider is that awkward silence when your mom asked if the girl you hung 

out with was your girlfriend, that weird moment after your dad made a slightly (more often than not) 

homophonic comment when you guys were watching TV, or that split second of dead air when your 

“bros” made a lewd comment about that openly gay kid at your school.

Those are the OG’s of gay culture.

On June 15, 2020, LGBTQIA+ people in America celebrated a court victory as the US Supreme Court 

(SCOTUS) ruled 6:3 against discrimination in the workplace based on a person’s sexual orientation. And 

although this marks a significant and irrefutable civil rights affirmation for LGBTQIA+ people, we still have 

to acknowledge the many ugly, unnecessary prejudices and impediments LGBTQIA+ people face in our 

society at nearly all levels, ranging from education to healthcare, and from military to commercial life.

Before we dive into today’s discussion, allow me to define the term LGBTQIA+: L for lesbian, G for gay, 

B for bisexual, T for transgender/transexual, Q for queer, I for intersex, A for asexual/ally. There are, of 

course, more to those 7 letters. There are gender non-conforming, nonbinary, cisgender, demisexual 

and etc, but for the sake of concision and overall readability, this article with use the term LGBT+ to refer 

to people who do not conform to heteronormativity.

Back to the topic!

LGBT+ people face severe discrimination in many facets in their lives, and these discriminations, no 

matter how big or small, create problems and perpetuate the idea of heteronormativity indefinitely.

But, “how?” you may wonder, “Isn’t LGBT+ people afforded rights and freedom equal to everyone else?” 

MENTAL
HEALTH

BY LANDON LAI



A short answer to that question would be “no,” and a more in-depth answer would be “no” as well.

For starters, when has a heterosexual individual been fired solely* for being “straight”? When was the 

last time a heterosexual individual been denied healthcare needs solely* on the grounds of personal 

beliefs? When was the last time a heterosexual couple’s union been deined by the state solely* because 

it violates the “sanctity of marriage”? (Keyword is solely, and please don’t argue by stating egregiously 

unusual circumstances like incest. That’s a different discussion!)

The answer to those questions is “never” and “not really” because it was only a few weeks ago that the 

US Supreme Court decided LGBT+ people are worth just as much in terms of employment. Think about 

this: LGBT+ people are just as human as others–in terms of employment–only (keyword!) because the 

Supreme Court of the United States of America decided they are. (It is not that I’m not appreciative of 

this ruling for finally recognizing LGBT+ rights as human rights, but the fact that it takes the highest court 

in this country to validate and reaffirm LGBT+ people’s humanity is disheartening.)

The many rules and regulations we have, or the lack thereof, that protect LGBT+ people are insufficient 

and ridiculous.

On June 12, 2020, the Trump administration released new guidelines for medical professionals to allow 

them to discriminate against LGBT+ individuals. The new regulation allows healthcare providers to 

deny service to transgender individuals because according to the Trump administration guideline, the 

term sexual discrimination only applies when someone is unfairly treated for being biologically male or 

female–and not the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. 

This elimination of transgender rights protection is merely one hallmark this administration has 

attempted to deny the humanity of LGBT+ people. Even with minimal rights and protections, many find 

these anti-LGBT+ discriminations rules selectively enforced, especially in our schools.

With all these toxicities, how are LGBT+ people supposed to go on with their lives free and healthy? No 

wonder LGBT+ people have a higher propensity to suffer from mental illness than heterosexual people. 



LGBT+ teens are four times more likely to commit suicide than their heterosexual peers, and more than 

50% of self-identified transgender people suffer from anxiety.

The plethora of mental illness that LGBT+ people face is concerning, to say the least, and to renounce 

their humanity is pouring gasoline on the fire.

Many LGBT+ individuals have experienced a period of confusion when they first realize their sexual 

identity, preference, and/or orientation. In this period of incertitude where fear lurks in the shallow 

and consumes the mind, they need counsel to navigate the murky water that we call sexuality. But, 

unfortunately, and not surprisingly, many do not have anything to start with and no one to talk to. 

The 2019 Trevor Project National Survey on LGBT Youth Mental Health reported that “71% of LGBTQ 

youth reported feeling sad or hopeless for at least two weeks in the past year,” “less than half of LGBTQ 

respondents (of the 34,000 total) were out to an adult at school” when struggling, and “2 in 3 LGBTQ 

youth reported that someone tried to convince them to change their sexual orientation or gender 

identity.”

And even when LGBT+ teens seek help and receive assistance, it is mostly through their primary care 

providers–who are oftentimes neither equipped nor educated in treating LGBT+ patients because most 

medical school curricula include little to no information regarding LGBT+ issues, reported the Center 

for American Progress. And even if they do, the training mostly pertains to basic population diversity 

in sexual orientation and/or gender identity when discussing HIV/AIDS. The lack of education and 



understanding may result in misdiagnosis or underestimation in the extent of emerging disorders in the 

LGBT+ population, the same article reported.

However, many teens do not receive specific treatment, even through their primary care providers, 

because they fear their discussion with the providers would reveal their LGBT+ status to their parents, 

who may be homophobic. And many LGBT+ individuals don’t seek secondary assistance due to limited 

accessibility, lack of transportation, lack of financial ability, and the lack of general information.

All in all, LGBT+ teens do not have someone to turn to, lean on, and talk with in most of the cases. As 

they bottle their issues and shun themselves from the outside world, these problems fester internally, 

transforming them into a walking timebomb as they 

wait for the imminent implosion.

Moreover, for LGBT+ teens growing up in conservative 

milieu, they face even more pressure than other LGBT+ 

teens growing up in comparatively liberal households. 

Conservative households are often found to have 

links or membership to an eclectic array of religious 

organizations providing reparative therapy services to 

members. And teens in these households are either to 

conform to heteronormativity or be sent to reparative 

therapy. Focus On The Family, for instance, is an 

American fundamentalist Christian organization that 

preaches “just as there are many paths that may lead 

a person to experience same-sex attractions, there are 

likewise multiple ways out.” 

First and foremost, these services are innately erroneous because reparative therapy, by default, implies 

faultiness in LGBT+ behavior while it has been proven by World Health Organization scientists that LGBT+ 

orientation is not relative to health problems. Secondly, these programs tend to present incorrect world 

views in the name of religion in an egregious attempt to mask their flagrant misunderstanding of LGBT+ 

behavior. For example, Jeff Johnston, Issues Analyst for Focus On The Family, once claimed “molestation, 

divorce, dads who treated their daughters like sons, and rebellion against societal norms as causes of 

being LGBTQ,” reported the Human Rights Campaign. While these programs and their unsubstantiated 

ways of treatment are not only destructive to an individual’s mental health, they are also perpetuating 

the idea of heteronormativity, toxic masculinity, and misogyny even further in our societies.



As boys become men and girls become women (or kids become adults for my non-binary peeps ;), 

many will find an increase in knowledge in LGBT+ behavior, leading to acceptance. However, we can 

still find raments of toxic masculinity, even in the gayest of them all. And these vestigial ways of thinking 

continuously affect LGBT+ individuals.

Internalized homophobia is merely one of the many ways in which homophobia manifests itself into 

our lives. Internalized homophobia is homophobic actions or ideals that LGBT+ individuals hold against 

ourselves, and it is essentially “self-hatred, shame, fear, anxiety, and depression” that an LGBT+ person 

may feel for being LGBT+.

The infamous Instagay phenomenon 

is the quintessential example to be 

cited when discussing internalized 

homophobia. The word “Instagay” 

takes root in two words in the 

modern English language: Instagram 

and gay. The term refers to gay men 

on the platform, with thousands 

of followers, almost exclusively 

posting pictures of their allegedly 

extravagant lifestyles, post-workout 

selfies with a lean and chiseled body, 

explained Khalid El Khatib, Brooklyn-

based writer and marketer. 

Instagays are glorifying internalized homophobia because they preach the notion of an ideal gay man: 

a masculine man with a toned body and chiseled abs, caucasian looking, and oftentimes paired with 

a similar-looking partner. The lack of diversity and glorification of a unified image of the so-called gay 

man misconstrues modern gay life and is detrimental to the sustainable development of the next 

LGBT+ generation.

The main takeaway here is not to prevent the use of social media to share your life, but rather to be 

mindful of the potential lack of diversity on these platforms and not overly project yourself into these 

people’s lives.

Khalid explained that “Instagays are algorithmically-calibrated thirst traps, a new kind of social media 



star whose fame is predicated on a heady combination of sculpted abs and the lavish trappings of 

‘influencer’ culture.” And as their followers look up to them as role models and idols, “is the superficiality 

of Instagay culture really something they should look up to?” he questioned.

And food for thought: when people do look up to these standards, are they healthy, sustainable, and 

conducive to the overall development of the LGBT+ lifestyle?

Mental health problems, whether originating from outside the LGBT+ circle or from within, are 

detrimental to the success and advancement of LGBT+ people. We have to continuously advocate for 

better treatment under the law, raise awareness for LGBT+ issues, and create an inclusive, welcoming 

environment in all places so that LGBT+ people can work happily, achieve success, and live free from 

homophobia.

Of course, there are a listless amount of issues LGBT+ people face that this article has not mentioned. And 

that would be up to you, my dear reader, to go on Google and learn. As you continue to educate yourself, 

you might come across something called PRIDE month (aka every June). Many people ask why there is a 

PRIDE month and not a PRIDE day (like Veterans Day) or even a Straight Pride? The reason is simple. It is 

we, people of the LGBT+ community, in all different walks of life, have been told to be subservient to the 

norm, not to draw attention to ourselves, and masquerade 

our feelings at some point in our lives. PRIDE is not here to 

rub our rainbow-unicorn-glitter-cupcakes all over your face; 

PRIDE is here to let us and the millions of LGBTQIA+ teens 

out there, many whom are in the closet, to know that there is 

nothing to be ashamed of, but rather, everything to be proud 

because–at the end of the day–love trumps hate.

And PRIDE is the ultimate, most OG gay culture. Periodt.



BEFORE AND AFTER: 
REMEMBERING THE 
STONEWALL UPRISING

The Stonewall Uprising is most commonly 
recognized as what sparked the beginning of 
the LGBTQ+ movement. However, what many 
people don’t know are the events that led 
to the momentous night that propelled the 
entire movement forward.

BY AMY KIM

HISTORY



“Darling, I want 
my gay rights 

now!”
The very first public demonstration for gay rights in the United States took place in 
1964. Gay men, lesbian women, and straight supporters gathered in front of the U.S. 
Army building in Manhattan to protest the discrimination of homosexual people. 
Within the next six months, three more public demonstrations take place across 
the country, fighting for gay rights. 
Manhattan specifically became the 
area of choice for people all over 
the country who wanted to freely 
express their sexuality.

The Mattachine Society, one of the 
first known gay rights activist groups 
in the U.S., staged a “sip-in” in New 
York in 1966. The demonstration 
was inspired by the Greensboro 
sit-ins that happened earlier in the 
same decade. Dick Leitsch, who was 
head of the Mattachine Society at 
the time, led himself, Randy Wickler, 
and Craig Rodwell into a bar called 
Julius and demanded to be served.

-MARSHA P. JOHNSON



In the ‘60s, disorderly conduct was enough of a reason for police officers to revoke liquor 
licenses, though what constituted “disorderly conduct” was often being gay. This gave 
bartenders the legal right to refuse service to whomever they wished. Despite this, the 
men from the Mattachine Society challenged the authority and publicly exposed the 
discrimination.

With the traction from the sip-in, more gay bars and 
restaurants opened in the next couple of years, clustering 
primarily around Greenwich Village. The most notable of all 
of them was the Stonewall Inn. The Stonewall Inn was home 
to all LGBTQ+ identities, not just the white men and women. 
Two prominent figures in transgender rights activism made 
frequent appearances at the bar: Marsha P. Johnson, a black 
drag queen and activist, and Sylvia Rivera, a Latinx drag 
queen and activist. In other gay bars and restaurants, they 
would not have been so welcome, but the Stonewall Inn did 
not discriminate by race or by age. This made it home to 
many of the LGBTQ+ youth in New York.

The Genovese family, one of the biggest organized crime 
families in New York City, saw the Stonewall Inn as a good 
business opportunity, and bought it. They paid off the police 
to notify them before a raid, which would allow them to 
protect their visibly gay customers and give them time to hide 
the alcohol. However, on June 28, 1969, the police raided the 
Stonewall Inn unannounced on a busy weekend night.

The crowd at the Stonewall Inn that night watched from 
outdoors as some of their peers were apprehended by the New 
York Police. One of the women from the crowd yelled for help as 
she was being escorted into a car, and that sparked the uprising. 
The crowd threw bottles and pennies at the police, and the LGBTQ+ community proved 
to the world that they were not to be messed with any longer. For the first time in history, 
the police retreated that night.



Up until that night, the gay rights movement had been passive and peaceful. 
Stonewall not only served as a monument of representation, but it also 
became the turning point in the movement. The LGBTQ+ community 
refused to be silent and demanded justice unlike they had ever done before. 
Peaceful protesting and silent demonstrations were no longer in the picture, 
thanks to the riots that continued in front of Stonewall Inn for days to come.

Events from the Stonewall uprisings are coined as the catalyst for the LGBTQ+ 
movement that continued for decades to come. Activist groups such as the 
Mattachine Society were notoriously discrete about their purpose, not even 
putting the word “gay” in their name. The Gay Liberation Front was formed 
soon after the Stonewall riots took place as a more aggressive unapologetic 

activist group. One year later, on the anniversary of the riots, the first 
pride marches took place. The real fight for LGBTQ+ rights had begun.

Just five years ago on June 26, 2015, the Supreme Court ruled 
same-sex marriage legal across all states. The fight for LGBTQ+ 

rights reached one of the most momentous points in history. 
However, winning the legalization of same-sex marriage is 

not the end of the fight. Transgender rights have yet to be 
granted. The Trump Administration recently attempted to 

end the civil rights protections for transgender people in 
healthcare. Shortly after, the Supreme Court shut the 

act down by declaring it unconstitutional.

All efforts made by individuals and organizations 
for LGBTQ+ rights throughout history have made 

an impact on society today. Just 50 years ago, the Supreme 
Court declaring transgender protection constitutional would be unheard 
of. Even declaring same-sex marriage legal would have been appalling to 
the American public. Every day and every contribution is a part of writing 
history, so it is the duty of the community and supporters to make voices 
heard, and follow in the footsteps of the brave brothers, sisters, queens, and 
non-binary individuals from the Stonewall uprisings and demand justice.



ACTIVISM

BY ZOLTAN L

WAYS TO STAND WITH 
THE LGBTQ COMMUNITY

Over the years, or over the last few weeks, or maybe even during the time it took you to read the Pride 

edition of Next Publius, you have decided your friends’ and family’s experiences as LGBTQ people are 

important to you. You realize your heterosexual privelage can possibly be used for good, but now what? 

Today is as good a time as any to start to actively stand in solidarity with the LGBTQ community. 

This month, New York City celebrates 50 years of Pride parades, as well as 51 years since The Stonewall 

Uprising of 1969, which began after New York police raided the Stonewall inn in Greenwich Village. 

For 1960s New York, Stonewall was a typical raid where the state would go so far as to shut down 

establishments for serving alcohol to suspected LGBTQ people, even with a proper alcohol license. 

This time, the raid ended in 6 days of protests against anti queer policing, the catalyst of a gay rights 

movement like nothing ever seen before in history. 

The first Pride parade in New York was called the Christopher Street Liberation Day. In other cities, 

events used names like Gay Freedom March, and the day was called Gay Freedom Day. The events were 

a celebration and a statement for a new age of political activism, where LGBTQ voices could be heard 

and amplified. Many prominent gay rights groups were directly created from this elevated movement 

for LGBTQ rights including the Gay Liberation Front, Human Rights Campaign, GLAAD (formerly Gay and 

Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation), and PFLAG. 



In the 1980s, the marches became “pride parades,” with less radical organizers and 

growing corporate support. Some have welcomed Pride becoming more of a celebration 

of progress with support from big businesses, but others feel Pride’s radical origins of 

grassroots mobilization should be at the forefront. One organization that holds this belief 

is The Reclaim Pride Coalition, which organizes the Queer Liberation March every year. 

Its mission states that their members “stand against the exploitation of our communities 

for profit and against corporate and state pinkwashing, as displayed in Pride celebrations 

worldwide, including the NYC Pride Parade.”

Wherever you stand on the current state of Pride, there is no arguing that political activism 

is at the core of Pride’s beginnings. We sat down with Jake Nill, an active member of Vocal 

New York and an Urban Affairs Masters student at CUNY focusing on addressing issues 

within the LGBTQ community, to get his take on a few steps you can put in action today 

across issue lines to stand in solidarity with the LGBTQ community during Pride 2020 and 

beyond. 



Start Conversations

A simple first step is having honest conversations with friends, family, and 

anybody you possibly can. “The best thing you can do as an ally is you need 

to have those uncomfortable conversations” Nill stresses. “Of course, it’s 

not a one and done conversation; you are going to be having them for 

a long time,” Having those uncomfortable conversations is even more 

important in small towns and communities where marginalized groups are 

greatly underrepresented and less accepted. 

As athlete Jason Collins brilliantly remarked when he came out while in 

the NBA, “Openness may not completely disarm prejudice, but it’s a good 

place to start.” Nill stresses the power of openness even when one is trying 

to start conversations as an ally. “I think sharing your personal experience 

and personal story goes a long way…” Nill notes that these conversations 

could start with a more organic approach then just sitting your friend 

down across the table to have a serious dialogue right off the bat. “I think 

a great thing is just to go, ‘Hey, what have you been up to, what’s on your 

mind?’ Having that kind of conversation is a great opener to more on the 

topic down the line.”



The first reported HIV and Aids cases in the U.S came to light in 1981, and 40 years later, we find ourselves 

still fighting the same global epidemic. In the U.S, adult and adolescent gay/bisexual men comprised 

70% of the 38,739 new HIV diagnoses in 2017, according to the CDC, with 1 in 6 men not knowing 

if they had contracted it, making prevention and treatment that much harder. Nill notes, “There’s a 

lot of organizations in the U.S and internationally that work to make sure basic HIV identification and 

treatment is accessible for all.” He highlights the value of a daily medication called PrEP (pre-exposure 

prophylaxis), a preventative drug taken by HIV-negative individuals that completely blocks HIV if it makes 

its way into your body. Another vital daily medication for HIV positive people is called ART (antiretroviral 

therapy) which keeps the virus under control and effectively creates zero risk of sexual transmission. 

You can help by signing up for 

organizations’ mailing lists and by 

following them on social media to 

find out about calls to action and 

other ways to donate time and 

money. Organizations like ACTUPNY 

and  San Francisco Aids Foundation 

give you an array of options for 

getting involved on a community 

level; by texting  “RESIST” to 52886, 

you can receive information on 

petitions and how to engage with proposed legislature. Nill also highlights the power of programs like 

Vocal New York’s positive leaders union, where HIV-positive members look at legislation that they feel 

would help them have a long and healthy life. Other good starting points are the Student Global Aids 

Campaign, AIDSUnited, The Rush Foundation and UN AIDS.

Support Organizations Tackling 
The HIV & AIDS Epidemic



Advocate For Funding That Will Combat Youth Homelessness

Youth Homelessness is still a troubling phenomenon within the LGBTQ community in the U.S 

and tracking the severity of the issue has been a slow and seemingly ignored process. National 

studies are not precise, but researchers estimate that LGBTQ youth make up 20% to 40% of 

the homeless youth population, even though they only comprise 4% to 10% of the general 

youth population, according to a study by the Williams Institute in 2013. In New York, the last 

extensive study looking at youth homelessness was in 2007 by the Empire State Coalition which 

found that up to 42% of homeless youth in New York could identify as non-heterosexual and 

that approximately 24% of homeless youth could identify as non-cisgender. “To put this into 

perspective, this data was taken before the 2008 financial crisis,” Nill points out, “and doesn’t 

take into consideration this last decade of potential displacement from COVID-19.”

Although this study and similar ones like it across the U.S. are often done by non-profit 

organizations, it should be the responsibility of the city and state to keep track of youth 

homelessness and keep the numbers up to date so that the necessary funding and resources 

can be given to those who need it most. There are many locally-based organizations that tackle 

youth homelessness including queer youth crisis centers, but one of the best things to do right 

now as the pandemic takes its toll on city budgets across the nation is to pressure your local city 

leaders to make sure money is allocated to their respective departments that deal with youth 

and community development.



Direct Financial Support to Black Trans Women 
Last year, advocacy group Human Rights Campaign (HRC) highlighted the fatal violence 
disproportionately affecting trans women and gender non-conforming people, and found that the 
large majority of victims are Black Trans Women, one of the most vulnerable groups of the LGBTQ 
community. The story of 27-year-old Afro-Latinx trans woman Layleen Polanco recently garnered 
attention within the LGBTQ community when multiple guards at Rikers Island defied protocol and 
failed to check on Polanco while she was having an epileptic seizure. One year after her death, and 
following a 6-month investigation that didn’t bring any criminal charges, new video evidence in the 
case has recently brought potential charges against the guards to the table. “It was a blatant disrespect 
and disregard for her body and her needs as a trans woman,” says Nill. “I think the best thing to do to 
help trans women, especially black trans women in this moment right now, is just to open your purse 
and you give the money directly to them.” With trans issues still not being widely seen as one of the 
important issues to tackle when moving the LGBTQ community forward, many organizations and 
government agencies have just not yet taken the necessary steps to show proper respect for trans 
lives or even remotely equipped to take on what trans women are facing every day. For now, direct 
monetary support is seen as the best way to help. You can find some trans women sharing their 
GoFundMe campaigns on Twitter; a good hashtag to start your search is #TransCrowdfund, where 
you can help women dealing with various issues, such as destructive housing situations.

Whether big or small, in whatever you decide to do to be a more active ally of 

the LGBTQ community, I implore you to keep asking yourself how the actions you 

are taking are truly helping to lift up queer communities and to think about what 

possible stake you may have in the actions you decided to take.



NATURE VS. NURTURE: 
A BRIEF LOOK AT THE SCIENCE 
BEHIND HOMOSEXUALITY

The question has been asked for decades: What, 

exactly, makes someone gay? The answer is still 

widely debated, and countless studies have set out 

to put the query to bed. Even so, there’s still plenty 

that we don’t know. It’s important to understand, 

too, that the reason a question is asked can 

affect the way the answer is sought out, and the 

conclusions drawn from the evidence found will 

undoubtedly be colored by internal biases, religious 

beliefs, and cultural norms. So, as we dive deep 

into the history of research on homosexuality, we 

must keep context and motivation in mind. 

BY MOLLY N.

SCIENCE



Homosexuality was considered a psychiatric disorder by the APA until 1973, so it stands to 

reason that there was a motivation to “cure” what many medical professionals would have 

considered an illness. As behavioral therapy and psychoanalysis studies gained popularity, 

so, too, did the idea that homosexuality was something that was treatable. 

Sigmund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, believed that we are all born bisexual, and that 

we simply develop a more permanent orientation later in life. While he did not necessarily 

consider homosexuality to be “normal,” he was against treating it as an illness and wrote in 

1935 that it was nothing to be ashamed of. Even so, his idea that orientation is developed 

through identification with the same sex parent, and his view of hypnotism as an effective 

means of discouraging homosexuality, were used to argue that upbringing influences sexual 

orientation, which in turn was used as a justification for  conversion therapy by proponents.

The idea of one’s sexuality being a result of external influences, and the resulting attempts 

to eradicate any feelings that deviate from the heterosexual norm, are often intertwined 

throughout history. Psychoanalyst Sandor Rado challenged Freud’s position that curing 

homosexuality was a fool’s errand, believing that homosexuality stemmed from an unhealthy 

parental relationship that led to a poor view of heterosexuality. Claims such as these, which 

pointed towards external factors as the cause of homosexuality, were often used to justify 

various treatments (such as aversion therapy and conversion therapy, both of which are now 

considered by most of the scientific community to be, at the very least, ineffective, and 

at most, grossly unethical). Fortunately, harmful tactics like conversion therapy have slowly 

become less common as activists and researchers continue to sound the alarm about the 

negative effects of such practices, though conversion therapy is still legal in many states.



While LGBT+ rights movements have steadily grown in recent decades, an increasing number 

of studies relating to the innate, biological factors that determine sexual preference have 

accumulated in tandem. You might think that whether homosexuality is influenced by 

environmental or biological factors would matter little to those opposed to it, or to those 

seeking out a “treatment” for it, but there is research to suggest that those who believe 

sexual orientation is something we are born with are more likely to be tolerant towards gay 

and lesbian people than those who believe it is a choice.

There have been many studies concerning the relationship between biological makeup and sexual 

orientation, but the first real breakthrough didn’t occur until 1991, when a neuroscientist found that a 

region of the hypothalamus was smaller in gay men and women than in straight men. Two years later,  

a study was published that indicates a biological link between DNA and sexual orientation. In 2011, a 

study found that manipulating hormones in rats during pregnancy produced offspring that exhibited 

homosexual behavior. To summarize numerous studies that have been done on various parts of the 

brain and body, the general consensus is that there are biological factors at play. It’s the extent to which 

biological factors play a role that is still not entirely known.

There is no one life experience or strand of 
DNA that makes you prefer men, women, or 

nonbinary people.

Just last year, a study of over half a million people found that genes account for between 8% and 25% of 

same-sex behavior. The study concluded that there is no “gay gene;” rather, sexuality is polygenic, and 

hundreds or even thousands of genes could contribute to this “trait” in the same way that many genes 

might contribute to your willingness to try new things. Still, this study can only tell us so much. It did not 

look at gender identity or even sexual orientation, but at sexual experiences. The sample used was also 

largely Caucasian. What the study does indicate is that sexual identity is complex. There is no one life 

experience or strand of DNA that makes you prefer men, women, or nonbinary people.



At the end of the day, your sexual orientation is 

something that no one can change or decide for you. As 

Benjamin Neale, a geneticist at Massachusetts General 

Hospital and co-author of the study, said, “This is a 

natural and normal part of variation in our species, and 

that should support the position that we shouldn’t try 

and develop ‘gay cures.’ That’s not in anyone’s interest.” 

And regardless of whether or not homosexuality is 

influenced by internal factors, external factors, or a 

combination of the two, that should have little bearing 

on decisions regarding personal freedoms. After all, 

in this author’s humble opinion, gay rights are human 

rights.



This LGBTQIA+ community had a major win earlier this month. On 

June 15th, the Supreme Court ruled to include members of the 

LGBT+ community into the interruption of Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964, which provided equal employment and 

prohibited discrimination based on race, religion, national 

origin and sex. The recent ruling from the highest court in 

the land has expanded the official legal interruption of sex 

to include protection against discrimination for LGBTQIA+ in 

the workplace. 

Huge strides have been made for the LGBT+ community 

in recent years, but there is still so much more to be 

done. While some would assume that the LGBT+ 

community would be more progressive because of 

the marginalization that we face, but unfortunately 

the LGBTQIA+ community seems to have gone 

backwards in time several decades. 
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Three years ago, the owner and employees of 11 gay bars in Philadelphia were required to take anti-

discrimination training after multiple complaints made by patrons of colors. Among several incidents 

of people of color (POC) not receiving services at gay bars, a video of one of the bar owner shows 

him saying the n-word. The same year, more people of color experienced racism within gay bars, a 

supposed “safe space” in New York City. 

 “Gay” media has also been white-washed to portray the ideal gay to be a caucasian, musclar and 

mascline, cisgender gay man. While much activism for the community, like Stonewall, is driven by 

people of color within the community, most of the portrayals of the community in the media is 

surrounding the ideal instagay, white, and athletic male. 

LGBT+ POC individuals have to face the reality 
that racism is still prevalent and sometimes 

more out in the open than with heterosexual 
counterparts. 

“No Asians, No Blacks” something you thought that would be from the 1900’s is often seen on dating 

profiles in today’s society, especially on the gay dating app Grindr. Why is there blatant racism in the 

LGBT+ community? Why is it normalized? 

One night, I received the message:“are you asian?” on Grindr. How could the person possibly know? I 

only included a picture of my torso and no mention of being Asian was in my bio. I replied with “yeah, 

why?” and this mysterious guy responded with “I wanted to know if I was right or not” followed by the 

text “I don’t like asians and I can tell that you’re asian based on your abs”. 

This is just one of many disturbing racist experiences I have had over years of using dating apps. I was 

disturbed by the fact that someone learned how to identify Asians based off of one’s stomach just to 

avoid them. While most people do have a “type” when it comes to dating and who they sleep with, 

why does the LGBT+ community allow for such open and sometimes disturbing racism within the 

community? 



On the flip side, there’s also been the fetishization of racial minorities within the community. Terms 

such as “papi”, “Asians are a plus”, “BBC only” and other terms simplify members of the community 

down to their race without their consent. Nowadays, racism is disguised as “preferences”. While being 

gay is natural, racism and “preferences” isn’t and is influenced by the notion that the “ideal” gay man 

is caucasian, athletic, and cisgender. 

The disturbing amount of racism and fetishization of racial 

minorities is dehumanizing for people of color. Turning 

someone down based on one’s preference is one thing, 

but sometimes the way that the turning down occurs can 

be disrespectful. Oftentimes hoping to be in a safe space 

on apps or in gay bars, LGBT+ POC individuals have to face 

the reality that racism is still prevalent and sometimes 

more out in the open than with heterosexual counterparts. 

Outside of the community, LGBT+ POC individuals face even 

more issues when it comes to the healthcare system and 

criminal justice system. A poll conducted by Harvard, NPR, 

and Robert Wood Johnson Foundation found that LBGT+ 

POC are twice as more like than their white counterparts 

to experience discrimination within employment and when interacting with the police.

Within Juvenile Justice Facilities, 1 in 5 youth identify as LGBT+ and within that 20%, 85% of LGTB+ youth 

in juvenile justice facilities are people of color. This disproportion of racial minorities in the LGBT+ youth 

population of juvenile justice facilities can be traced back to discrimination in court and proceedings, 

discriminatory enforcement of criminal laws, profiling and policing tactics, and many other reasons.

While there continues to be advocacy for the LGBT+  community and more activism done with the 

intersection of BLM and the LGBT+ community with the All Black Lives Matter movement, there is still 

much more to be done within the community to reverse the pressure of confirming to the caucasian 

cisgender mascline gay norm and the discriminatory treatment that LGBT+ POC individuals face.
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Happy Pride!


